
We Manage What You Shouldn’t

Law firm IT leaders are key players in a high stakes game – they must ensure effective data 
governance, deliver increasingly efficient eDiscovery tools, and provide efficient technology. At the 
same time, they face numerous challenges – little tolerance for downtime, the need for quick and 
secure access to massive amounts of data, and a demanding clientele of expensive professionals. The 
stability, efficiency and security of their technology environment are mission-critical.

Maintaining a sound technology environment is essential. Time and resources are limited. So it can  
be difficult for legal organizations to devote IT staff to addressing the cost of the network, managing 
the various suppliers, and optimizing the underlying technology. Choosing the wrong data network 
and collaboration services, or mismanaging a mobile workforce significantly impacts productivity and 
ultimately the bottom line. But devoting IT staff to address these problems only drains resources and 
harms productivity.

vCom manages the entire technology lifecycle for Wireline, Mobile, Collaboration and Cloud services. 
From procurement to support to analysis, vCom helps law firms select the right technology, gain 
visibility and control over their spending and inventory – saving time and money.
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 “vCom has helped ease the burden of tracking our inventory, our 
carriers, and most importantly managing our costs.”

CIO, Littler Mendelson
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vCom Delivers

• Savings of 20—30% of your total 
technology costs 

• A single platform for managing 
all technology expenses, with 
automated G/L coding and A/P 
posting reports 

• Visibility over procurement, 
inventory, spending, and contracts 
through a cloud-based platform, 
vManager 

• Elimination of billing errors and 
control over technology expenses

• A single point of contact for all 
technology needs, including 
procurement, support, and billing 
disputes, regardless of provider, 
through a dedicated team of 
specialists 

We’re revolutionizing how technology expenses are managed. We’ve been leading this quiet revolution 
for 15 years, delivering the products, platform, and people to manage our customers’ business 
technology and deliver visibility, control, and cost savings. Let’s get started.
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About vCom Solutions

For more information, 
visit vcomsolutions.com

12657 Alcosta Blvd, Suite 418
San Ramon, CA 94583

Main: 800-804-VCOM
Direct: 925-244-1800

Our powerful, cloud-based 
application vManager features:

•     Technology Lifecycle Management for Wireline, Mobile, 
Collaboration, and Cloud

•     Consolidated and standardized invoices across 
products and carriers

•     Inventory management with historical activity tracking 
and access to all of your contracts

•     A centralized view of procurement activities across all 
locations

•     100+ spend analysis reports

•  Automated G/L coding and cost allocation tools to 
eliminate manual processes

•     Customized A/P posting reports for easy upload into  
your accounting system

“vCom’s cloud-based software 

solution provides comprehensive 

visibility and control over our 

telecom environment and spend, and 

it gives us a unique understanding 

of our own tolerance for downtime, 

redundancy and uptime across our 

network.”

- CIO, Duane Morris


